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Introduction

Social preferences can be influenced by:

• Distributive preferences, where the utlity function includes my direct benefit and that of

others.

– e.g. inequity aversion, preference for social welfare, conditional altruism, including strong

reciprocity, etc., discussed in various papers.

• Mind-directed preferences, where utility is derived from direct benefits and from others

having a specific mental state.

– e.g. sensitivity to others expectations - the topic of this paper.

Our sensitivity to others stem from the ease and automatic nature of understanding or creating

beliefs based on others.

Support for Mind-Directed Preferences

Previous studies have focused on varations of the dictator or the trust game. Some results which

show that people account for expectations were:

1. Dictators chose to sacrifice a part of their wealth to exit the dictator game.

Players prefers others to not have expectations.

2. Hiding behind the small cake: Recipients uncertain about which amount is the initial endow-

ment, x greater than y. Dictators shared half of y.

Players, when met with lower expectation, shared less.

3. Players know transfers may be lost. Share of (x,0) outcomes increased.

When others may not form expectations, players share even less.

4. When dictators could justify their sharing pattern, amount shared decreased.

Justifications on expectations.
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5. When recipients directly asked for a share in a dictator game, amount shared correlated with

known expectation (to a limit).

Similar, when dictators played both roles. Indicates salience of expectations.

In general, the experiments show that our actions depend, to some extent, on our belief of the

partners expectations. Key variables affecting our belief are: nearness, salience, justification and

extent of expectations.

However, there is an evidence against mind-directed preferences. A study where dictators where

asked to guess expectation of recipent when deciding amount for share found no correlation between

payoffs and expectations. Key variables: active (vs passive), guessing (vs expecting).

Cognitive Account

Q: Why are some expectations fulfilled and others not?

Expectations have a motivation element: people believe something will happen and want to

realize it. This can be divided to: hopecast, where we forecast an event and want it to be true;

and, fearcast, where we forecast an event and want it to not happen. This motivational factor can

explain why some expectations are fulfilled and others are not.

In the experiment that showed no correlation, an event was -guessed- to happen, without clear

justification on why or whose responsibility it was. Possibly, the reason for no correlation.

Experiment

We need to show that mind-directed preferences (esp with regards to guilt aversion) explain be-

havior/actions. The dictator game is used with 10 EUR endownment. 284 participants. Common

knowledge guaranteed (not checked).

Baseline (BSL) 100 participants

Players randomly divided into dictator and receiver. Dictators decide on amount to share.

Average payoff: EUR 3.84 (sd. EUR 8).

Expectations Condition (EC) 94 participants

Dictators respond to: ‘If the receiver expects you to share EUR X, you will share? ‘ for each 11

units (EUR 0 - 10). Dictators allocate amount for share. Receivers note expectation. Final payoffs

calculated.

Average payoff: EUR 2.55 (sd. EUR 7)

Irrelevant Information Condition (IIC) 94 participants

Dictators respond to: ‘If the last digit in receivers ID was X, you will share? ‘ for each 10 units (0

- 9). Dictators allocate amount for share. Receivers note last digit in student IDs. Final payoffs
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calculated.

Questions:

1. If responders and dictators are anonymous, what are they basing the expectations on? General

fairness.

2. Can not knowing responders increase % of no share?

3. Were the expectations lower in EC because responders expected lower shares? If yes, why?

Results

Replication of Previous Results, Low vs High Expectation

If mind-directed preferences explain behaviors, then EC (at least) should differ significantly from

BSL. In the Mann-Whitney test, the p-value between BSL and EC are all significant, except at

expectation of 5. Amounts shared at EC differ from BSL for all units (except 5).

In figure 1:

• The frequency of transferring nothing decreases till five then increase anew. The pattern for

the frequency of transferring 5 is decreasing after 5.

– People were more likely to fulfil expectations when expectations appeared reasonable or

fair.

• Significant amount of choices that equal expectations (line y=x) till expectations reach five.

Then a small but significant amount of choices that equal the initial endowment minus the

expectation.

– Indication that people fulfill low but not high expectations.

Low vs High Expectation

Contrast expectation fulfillment between [0,5] and [6,10]:

0,5 Correlation coefficients significantly differ between EC and null H, and EC and IIC.

0,5 No sig difference in correlation coefficient between IIC and null H.

6,10 No difference in correlation coefficients between EC and null H, and EC and IIC.

For lower half of endowment, expectations play a role. For upper half, they are considered

irrelevant.
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Guilt aversion or Prosocial preferences? Amounts transferred between BSL and EC for ex-

pectation of 5 were similar (EUR 3.21 and EUR 3.84 respectively). Amounts transferred with 0

expectation and no expectation differed signficantly. Indicates guilt aversion.

Types of Reactions

• Constant : If expectations were not considered, lvl of constant fulfillers should be similar

across conditions. However, EC had 30%, IIC had 51%. Moreover, greater share in EC

sensitive to expectations compared to IIC.

• Positive: 32% in EC but only 7% in IIC. Conditions differ only for [0,5], not higher.

• Negative: 15% in EC, 13% in ICC, roughly similar. However, % higher for [6,10] range

compared to [0,5]: punishment for unfair expectations?

In a nutshell, people are sensitive to expectations, especially when directed at them, within a

justifiable range.

Discussion

A utility model: For 2 players, i and j,

• j: disappointment = x = (expected - actual) payoff

• i: smallest disappointment = y = min disappointment for j for given strategy profile

• responsibility = x - y

This model captures Hope in expectations. Responsibility of i in js disappointment only factors

in when she pays less than expected (not more). Question remains on analyzing disappointment in

the model.

1. Do we automatically build the representation of what others’ expect from us?

2. Does our disutility (feeling of responsibility) rise consistently with expectations?

3. Which expectations do we prefer to fulfil and which can we disregard?

Experiments say yes to q1. A cutoff was seen in correlation between actual payout and expecta-

tion (q2). Beyond cutoff, some choices were non-altruistic. The cutoff was at the fair expectation

of 5 (q3).

Is being fair due to guilt aversion or only supplemented by it? Is my belief about others expecta-

tions more important than their actual expectations? e.g. generosity in absence of expectations.

Or is fairness learned from day to day interactions?

Social Esteem Model Is guilt aversion and maintaining good reputation different?
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• Guilt averse only when it affects the good reputation (also mind-directed).

• Willing to maintain good image within a range. Too high implies higher cost and indicates

inability to self-satisfy.

Both points true for experiments. However, partcipants were anonymous and therefore others might

not affect own reputation (?).

In conclusion: ‘Guilt aversions, social esteem models, aversion to disappointing: these are mind-

directed preferences that have much potential for explaining altruistic behaviour.‘

Questions:

1. How to include mind directed preferences in other contexts? e.g. voting in small communities,

giving a free gift to entice buyers, etc.

2. How do we address the contextuality? Differences in understanding of fairness may effect

expectations. Social contracts between people of two communities.

3. Guilt aversion in information cascades. Can some networks be better explained by mind-

directed preferences?
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